
THE ZOMBIE OUTBREAK 


By Jedd.


Three big ships with a lot of people return to port. They get off but there was no sound at all.

it was very sus but they just kept on going but then there were weird sounds coming from the city. 
They saw a human with makeup on but it was coming towards us. I freaked out maybe it’s it’s a 
zombie run!!! We went to get a shotgun and a flamethrower and shot and burnt the zombie. They 
work pretty good on zombies so we’d better get a move on. We got in a car. It still had its keys in 
it and we ran over a couple zombies watch was a good move.

We were at the lab and we shot the zombie popper  Zak punched it.


He thought he was strong (he's not) a zombie came 
out of the zombie pooper we killed it.

We had to think of a way to kill the zombie pooper. 

We lit a match we throw it in like it’s a spider?

We all had a flamethrower and we made the fire bigger 
but it didn’t work. HOW ARE WE GONA STOP 
THIS,!!!!! It’s Impossible we had to move because 
there were zombies coming into the lab.

Oh no we’re gonna die but we had to stop them attack we have to live kill them!!




 I felt weird, I fall asleep. 

 When I woke up I saw a bite on my arm and where was I? It was my friends but why am I here I 
saw that my bite was stitched up I got up and found the way outside. We were up high they must 
of carried me here. 

They were shooting zombies from up high ground it was smart. I shot a couple on the way to the 

to the car and we had to grab a sniper. Later on we went to bed it was 
just a short time until the alarm went off.  Loads of zombies ran away 
except one it was big it was loud but how it said ZOMBIE X that made 
another one it said ZOMBIE DIY. Zombie diy said “BOSS their 
communicating together we need some rest” “go to bed kids an adult 
said tomorrows going to be day three it’s going to be another hard 
survival day”. the zombies are so loud I can’t even sleep. We also heard 
shooting and fire all night long. 

Zombie x and zombie y went into the sea we still had the boats there we 
could run them over then every one shoot and flamethrower them some 
of us might die but we need to stop the zombie apocalypse from taking 
over the world now let’s go.

1hour later we are finely there. I ask the Captain to start the boat we run 
them over NOW USE YOUR Weapons!!! BOOM we have survived the 
zombie  outbreak. There’s  a voice from the city it said you have survived 
the zombie apocalypse!!! We did it those were the bosses!!! It’s a relief 
it’s over.  

We have to re build everything but it’s working out.


The End.


